Optimal Satcom
Herndon, Virginia

Optimal Satcom would like to announce that we are looking for full-time software test and verification engineers to work at our Herndon, Virginia offices.

You will function as a system engineer responsible for overall software quality assurance for highly complex applications developed for satellite communication systems planning, monitoring, and management.

Job Description:

- Perform software test and verification for cutting edge applications developed in C# and .NET environment
- Perform code level and functional testing including defining, developing, and maintaining test plans, procedures, and scripts
- Review and analyze customer and design requirements to define test cases and scenarios
- Work hand-in-hand with the development team to define and implement test functions, hooks, and interfaces
- Develop automation scripts, where required
- Support the development team in debugging/fixing defects

We offer excellent pay, and a fun, team-oriented work environment. The work will be challenging and you will be working with modern technologies on sophisticated software applications, databases, and mobile applications. We continue our tradition of a well-stocked free kitchen.

Required Qualifications:

- A Bachelor’s degree preferably in Electrical or Computer Engineering, or Computer Science
- Experience in software development/engineering and testing
- Desire to learn and work in a fast-paced, team environment
- US Citizenship or Permanent Residence

Preferred Qualifications:

- Experience with or coursework in telecommunication and RF engineering
- Interest in software testing, verification, and quality assurance
- Good communication skills

Optimal Satcom is the leading provider of enterprise software systems for satellite capacity management in the world. Our products and services are held in the highest regard worldwide, and our customers include the US Government, foreign governments, NGOs, commercial satellite operators, military programs, and some of the largest satellite service providers.

To apply for a position, send your resume and transcript to vt_jobs@optimalsatcom.com.